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It is commonly assumed that the best way to help the poor
out oftheir misery is to allow the rich to get richer, that if the
richpay less taxes then all the rest of us will be better off, and
thatin the final analysis the richness of the few benefits us all.
Andyet these commonly held beliefs are flatly contradicted by
ourdaily experience, an abundance of research findings and,
indeed,logic. Such bizarre discrepancy between hard facts
and popularopinions makes one pause and ask: why are
these opinions sowidespread and resistant to accumulated
and fast-growing evidenceto the contrary? This short book is
by one of the world’s leading socialthinkers is an attempt to
answer this question. Bauman lists andscrutinizes the tacit
assumptions and unreflected-upon convictionsupon which
such opinions are grounded, finding them one by one tobe
false, deceitful and misleading. Their persistence could
behardly sustainable were it not for the role they play in
defending- indeed, promoting and reinforcing - the current,
unprecedented,indefensible and still accelerating growth in
social inequality andthe rapidly widening gap between the
elite of the rich and the restof society.
Istanbul has long been a place where stories and histories
collide, where perception is as potent as fact. From the Koran
to Shakespeare, this city with three names--Byzantium,
Constantinople, Istanbul -- resonates as an idea and a place,
real and imagined. Standing as the gateway between East
and West, North and South, it has been the capital city of the
Roman, Byzantine, and Ottoman Empires. For much of its
history it was the very center of the world, known simply as
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"The City," but, as Bettany Hughes reveals, Istanbul is not
just a city, but a global story. In this epic new biography,
Hughes takes us on a dazzling historical journey from the
Neolithic to the present, through the many incarnations of one
of the world's greatest cities--exploring the ways that
Istanbul's influence has spun out to shape the wider world.
Hughes investigates what it takes to make a city and tells the
story not just of emperors, viziers, caliphs, and sultans, but of
the poor and the voiceless, of the women and men whose
aspirations and dreams have continuously reinvented
Istanbul. Written with energy and animation, award-winning
historian Bettany Hughes deftly guides readers through
Istanbul's rich layers of history. Based on meticulous research
and new archaeological evidence, this captivating portrait of
the momentous life of Istanbul is visceral, immediate, and
authoritative -- narrative history at its finest.
Pim is a baby aardvark - or at least he thinks he is. But what
does that mean? When he finds out that he cannot climb
trees or dig deep burrows, he feels a little disappointed. But,
as time goes by, he realises that being an aardvark isn't so
bad after all.
Clarice Bean, aspiring actress and author, unsuccessfully
tries to avoid getting into trouble as she attempts to help a
friend in need by following the rules of the fictional,
"exceptionordinarily" spy, Ruby Redfort.
This unique study of boy-inseminating rituals among the
Sambia of New Guinea challenges our deepest assumptions
about the role of culture in understanding homosexuality and
gender-identity development.
Hospital Social Work introduces the reader to the world of
medicine and social work as seen through the eyes of actual
social workers. An essential reference for both students and
professionals. Over 100 social workers in dozens of hospitals
were interviewed to provide the reader with first-hand
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experiences and discussions of practice principles, policy
considerations, and theoretical treatments to provide each
chapter with a unique blend of theory and practice. Joan
Beder, a professor of social work and a practicing social
worker, recently noted an apparent lack of empirical
discussion of the actual role and day-to-day functioning of the
medical social worker. Hospital Social Work is the result, a
unique supplemental text for both studying and practicing
medical social workers.
Vivid eyewitness accounts from 43 survivors from the Italian
army's short-lived and disastrous campaign on the Eastern
Front. Recaptures in the words and sober reflections of the
men who fought there the harrowing experience of this lunatic
mission in which the Italians suffered roughly 75,000 dead."
Seven fifth-graders at Snow Hill School in Connecticut relate
how their lives are changed for the better by "rookie teacher"
Mr. Terupt.
Is Nick Allen a troublemaker? He really just likes to liven
things up at school -- and he's always had plenty of great
ideas. When Nick learns some interesting information about
how words are created, suddenly he's got the inspiration for
his best plan ever...the frindle. Who says a pen has to be
called a pen? Why not call it a frindle? Things begin
innocently enough as Nick gets his friends to use the new
word. Then other people in town start saying frindle. Soon the
school is in an uproar, and Nick has become a local hero. His
teacher wants Nick to put an end to all this nonsense, but the
funny thing is frindle doesn't belong to Nick anymore. The
new word is spreading across the country, and there's
nothing Nick can do to stop it.
When young Iqbal is sold into slavery at a carpet factory, his
arrival changes everything for the other overworked and
abused chidren there. It is Iqbal who explains to them that
despite their master's promises, he plans on keeping them as
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his slaves indefinetely. But it is also Iqbal who inspires the
other children to look to a future free from toil...and is brave
enough to show them how to get there. This moving
fictionalized account of the real Iqbal Masih is told through the
voice of Fatima, a young Pakistani girl whose life is changed
by Iqbal's courage.
A simple tale--but told with a poetry of style which gives it a
somber beauty.
Fairy-Tale Finesse Reviving East of the Sun and West of the
Moon, Kay Nielsen's Scandinavian masterwork Step into a
world of star-crossed lovers, magical winds, mischievous
giants, and trolls, through some of the most exquisite
illustrations in publishing history. In this gorgeous reprint,
TASCHEN revives the most ambitious publication project of
beloved Danish artist Kay Nielsen, one of the most famous
children's book illustrators of all time. First published in 1914,
East of the Sun and West of the Moon is a celebrated
collection of fifteen fairy tales, gathered by legendary
Norwegian folklorists Peter Christen Asbjørnsen and Jørgen
Engebretsen Moe on their journeys across Norway in the midnineteenth century. Nielsen's illustration edition of Asbjørnsen
and Moe's tales is considered a jewel of early 20th-century
children's literature, highly sought-after by art and book
collectors worldwide. An original signed copy of the book sold
at auction in 2008 commanded the highest price ever paid for
an illustrated children's book. This finely crafted reprint
restores the stunning detail and artistry of Nielsen's images to
their original splendor. Featuring 46 illustrations, including
many enlarged details from Nielsen's rare original
watercolors. The book is printed in five colors, comes with
three accompanying essays, illustrated with dozens of rare
and previously unseen artworks by Nielsen, explore the
history of Norwegian folktales, Nielsen's life and work, and
how this masterpiece came to be. "...a beautiful reprint of the
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fairy tale, with its sumptuous illustrations presented in full
glory." -- VOGUE.com
239.195
Lucy's life is being made hell by Melanie Prosser and her
bullying sidekicks - the present takers - who threaten her
every day at school for presents and money. Too ashamed to
tell her parents, and too scared to tell her teacher, Lucy finds
an unexpected ally in Angus Burns. But when push comes to
shove, there's only one thing to do: take on the present takers
at their own game, to silence them once and for all.
Il bullismo in tutte le sue declinazioni è un fenomeno odioso.
Il punto di partenza per combatterlo è la sua piena
conoscenza. A casa come a scuola. È però un errore
collegarlo alla sfera economica delle persone, perché
esistono bulli sia poveri che ricchi. Nell’immaginario collettivo
il bullo è il figlio di un pregiudicato, di una persona di bassa
estrazione sociale o di un immigrato non integrato. E invece
no. Anzi, sempre più di frequente il fenomeno è riferito a figli
di famiglie agiate. E ormai al bullismo s’è affiancata un’altra
forma di sopruso non meno violenta e pericolosa: il
cyberbullismo, ovvero vere e proprie forme di sopraffazione
via Web. Qui spieghiamo che cosa sono il bullismo, il
cyberbullismo, fenomeni come il Blue Whale Challenge e le
loro insidie, come nascono e come fare a riconoscere e a
combattere queste piaghe sociali dilaganti, fortemente basate
sull’emulazione. Con analisi di casi di cronaca, testimonianze
di vittime e di loro parenti e un approfondimento sulla nuova
legge sul cyberbullismo. Senza dimenticare che se un figlio è
un bullo, i genitori hanno le loro grandi responsabilità. “Lo
sport mi ha dato tutto e sarà di aiuto a sconfiggere il bullismo.
Un po’ più sport e un po’ meno social: questa ricetta vi darà
tanta forza e tanta serenità in più”. (Francesco Totti)
“Curiamo di più i nostri figli, non con divieti o permessi, ma
attraverso un’osservazione del loro modo di diventare adulti,
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certamente rispettosa della loro libertà, ma non per questo
meno attenta”. (Maurizio Costanzo) “Da sportiva e da
mamma considero il bullismo e il cyberbullismo due brutte
bestie: è importante conoscerle e capirle per aiutare le vittime
a difendersi dai bulli reali e virtuali”. (Giulia Quintavalle) Con
un intervento inedito di Elena Ferrara, prima firmataria della
legge 71/17 contro il cyberbullismo.
Daniel Pennac has never forgotten what it was like to be a
very unsatisfactory student, nor the day one of his teachers
saved his life by assigning him the task of writing a novel.
This was the moment Pennac realized that no-one has to be
a failure for ever. In School Blues, Pennac explores the many
facets of schooling: how fear makes children reject education;
how children can be captivated by inventive thinking; how
consumerism has altered attitudes to learning. Haunted by
memories of his own turbulent time in the classroom, Pennac
enacts dialogues with his teachers, his parents and his own
students, and serves up much more than a bald analysis of
how young people are consistently failed by a faltering
system. School Blues is not only universally applicable, but it
is unquestionably a work of literature in its own right, driven
by subtlety, sensitivity and a passion for pedagogy, while
embracing the realities of contemporary culture.

Paul Vanderman could be at any normal high school
where bullies, girls, and annoying teachers are just part
of life. But “normal” doesn’t apply when it comes to the
school’s biggest bully, Roth—a twisted and threatening
thug with an evil agenda. When Paul ends up delivering
a message from Roth to the leader of a gang at a nearby
school, it fuels a rivalry with immediate consequences.
Paul attempts to distance himself from the feud, but
somehow Roth keeps finding reasons for him to stick
around. Then one day Roth hands him a knife. And even
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though Paul is scared, he has never felt so powerful.
L’adolescenza, specie per i millennials, è una fase
delicata e complessa. Dietro ai loro comportamenti
difficili, i ragazzi celano un disagio che spesso le famiglie
non sono in grado di comprendere, né di affrontare, e
ogni giorno fanno i conti con una scuola che rifiuta, che
allontana anziché sostenere. Questo libro è una raccolta
di riflessioni e testimonianze che derivano da
un’esperienza diretta sul campo. Storie di una
generazione giovanile del non-valore vissute con gli
occhi dell’adolescente e del genitore, dell’insegnante e
del terapeuta, con un focus dettagliato sul bullismo e sui
disturbi dell’apprendimento.
Linus Hoppe has always lived in Realm One, an ideal
world. Now, at 14, he must be tested by the Great
Processor to determine where he deserves to live from
here on. If he achieves a high score, nothing in his life
will change. But if he scores too low, he’ll be relegated
to an inferior realm, possibly far from his family and
friends. There’s really nothing for Linus to worry
about—unless, of course, he chooses to alter his destiny.
La prepotenza invisibile. Bulli e cyberbulli: chi sono,
come difendersiLa prepotenza invisibile. Come
difenderci da bulli e cyberbulliI saggiLa prepotenza
invisibileCome difenderci da bulli e cyberbulliInfinito
Edizioni
Have you ever wanted to dig a hole, sneak into the trash
can looking for food, probably roll over in the grass or in
the dirt, or maybe smell everything around you? Those
are some things no one would normally do, but in a dogs
world, this is commonplace. Our communication means
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are shaped by our senses capacity and our level of
consciousness. This book will show you the world seen
through animals eyes. In four stories rich in experiences
both sad and joyful, fun or thoughtful, this book will guide
the readers to experience the love pets can give and the
way they express their feelings to humans. Having a pet
means knowing fidelity and love in its maximum
expression, but you will not know it if you do not
experience it yourself.
Praise for Ben Pastor's Lumen: “Pastor’s plot is well
crafted, her prose sharp. . . . A disturbing mix of
detection and reflection.”—Publishers Weekly "Rivets the
reader with its twist of historical realities. A historical
piece, it faithfully reproduces the grim canvas of war. A
character study, it captures the thoughts and actions of
real people, not stereotypes.”—The Free Lance-Star
“And don’t miss Lumen by Ben Pastor. . . . An
interesting, original, and melancholy tale.”—Literary
Review Italy, September 1943. The Italian government
switches sides and declares war on Germany. The north
of Italy is controlled by the fascist puppets of Germany;
the south liberated by Allied forces fighting their way up
the peninsula. Having survived hell on the Russian front,
Wehrmacht major and aristocrat Baron Martin von Bora
is sent to Verona. He is ordered to investigate the
murder of a prominent local fascist: a bizarre death
threatening to discredit the regime’s public image. The
prime suspect is the victim’s twenty-eight-year-old
widow Clara. Haunted by his record of opposition to SS
policies in Russia, Bora must watch his step. Against the
backdrop of relentless anti-partisan warfare and the
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tragedy of the Holocaust, a breathless chase begins.
Ben Pastor, born and now back in Italy, lived for thirty
years in the United States, working as a university
professor in Vermont. The first in the Martin Bora series,
Lumen, was published by Bitter Lemon Press in May
2011.
A 13-year-old boy. A whip. A man chained to a beam.
This is the beginning of "The Bobbything", the disturbing
story of a child and the monstrous relationship he has
with the man he used to call his uncle. A hypnotic path
through dreams and lost memories. SUGGESTED FOR
AN ADULT AUDIENCE
A delightful literary foray for adults and children alike,
from the inexhaustible imagination of Booker Prizewinning, best-selling author Ian McEwan. In these seven
exquisitely interlinked episodes, the grown-up
protagonist Peter Fortune reveals the secret journeys,
metamorphoses, and adventures of his childhood. Living
somewhere between dream and reality, Peter
experiences fantastical transformations: he swaps
bodies with the wise old family cat; exchanges
existences with a cranky infant; encounters a very bad
doll who has come to life and is out for revenge; and
rummages through a kitchen drawer filled with useless
objects to discover some not-so-useless cream that
actually makes people vanish. Finally, he wakes up as
an eleven-year-old inside a grown-up body and embarks
on the truly fantastic adventure of falling in love. Moving,
dreamlike, and extraordinary, The Daydreamer marks
yet another imaginative departure for Ian McEwan.
The return of emotions to debates about crime and
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criminal justice has been a striking development of
recent decades across many jurisdictions. This has been
registered in the return of shame to justice procedures, a
heightened focus on victims and their emotional needs,
fear of crime as a major preoccupation of citizens and
politicians, and highly emotionalised public discourses on
crime and justice. But how can we best make sense of
these developments? Do we need to create "emotionally
intelligent" justice systems, or are we messing recklessly
with the rational foundations of liberal criminal justice?
This volume brings together leading criminologists and
sociologists from across the world in a much needed
conversation about how to re-calibrate reason and
emotion in crime and justice today. The contributions
range from the micro-analysis of emotions in violent
encounters to the paradoxes and tensions that arise from
the emotionalisation of criminal justice in the public
sphere. They explore the emotional labour of workers in
police and penal institutions, the justice experiences of
victims and offenders, and the role of vengeance,
forgiveness and regret in the aftermath of violence and
conflict resolution. The result is a set of original essays
which offer a fresh and timely perspective on problems of
crime and justice in contemporary liberal democracies.
When ten-year-old Enaiatollah Akbari’s small village in
Afghanistan falls prey to Taliban rule in early 2000, his
mother shepherds the boy across the border into
Pakistan but has to leave him there all alone to fend for
himself. Thus begins Enaiat’s remarkable and often
punishing five-year ordeal, which takes him through Iran,
Turkey, and Greece before he seeks political asylum in
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Italy at the age of fifteen. Along the way, Enaiat endures
the crippling physical and emotional agony of dangerous
border crossings, trekking across bitterly cold mountain
pathways for days on end or being stuffed into the false
bottom of a truck. But not everyone is as resourceful,
resilient, or lucky as Enaiat, and there are many heartwrenching casualties along the way. Based on Enaiat’s
close collaboration with Italian novelist Fabio Geda and
expertly rendered in English by an award- winning
translator, this novel reconstructs the young boy’s
memories, perfectly preserving the childlike perspective
and rhythms of an intimate oral history. Told with humor
and humanity, In the Sea There Are Crocodiles brilliantly
captures Enaiat’s moving and engaging voice and lends
urgency to an epic story of hope and survival.
A stunning new paperback edition of Dowd's moving
story of prejudice and the traveller community, featuring
powerful black and white illustrations from Kate
Greenaway longlisted Emma Shoard.When Jim's family
halt at Dundray, the town is an unfriendly place. He faces
bullying, name-calling and a new school to navigate
without a word of reading. Then Jim meets Kit, who
takes him under her wing and shows him how to survive.
But everyday prejudice and mindless violence threaten
to uproot all their lives.
This informative and useful volume provides a
substantial contribution to the understanding of
adolescent risk behavior. The book combines theoretical
analysis and the findings of a broad-based research
project, with accessible presentation throughout.
What are the processes, from conception to adulthood,
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that enable a single cell to grow into a sentient adult?
The processes that occur along the way are so complex
that any attempt to understand development
necessitates a multi-disciplinary approach, integrating
data from cognitive studies, computational work, and
neuroimaging - an approach till now seldom taken in the
study of child development. Neuroconstructivism is a
major new 2 volume publication that seeks to redress
this balance, presenting an integrative new framework
for considering development. Computer and robotic
models provide concrete tools for investigating the
processes and mechanisms involved in learning and
development. Volume 2 illustrates the principles of
'Neuroconstructivist' development, with contributions
from 9 different labs across the world. Each of the
contributions illustrates how models play a central role in
understanding development. The models presented
include standard connectionist neural network models as
well as multi-agent models. Also included are robotic
models emphasizing the need to take embodiment and
brain-system interactions seriously. A model of Autism
and one of Specific Language Impairment also illustrate
how atypical development can be understood in terms of
the typical processes of development but operating
under restricted conditions. This volume complements
Volume 1 by providing concrete examples of how the
'Neuroconstructivist' principles can be grounded within a
diverse range of domains, thereby shaping the research
agenda in those domains.
In the 28th century, Valerian (Dane DeHaan) and
Laureline (Cara Delevingne) are a team of special
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operatives charged with maintaining order throughout the
human territories. Under assignment from the Minister of
Defense, the two embark on a mission to the astonishing
city of Alpha—an ever-expanding metropolis where
species from all over the universe have converged over
centuries to share knowledge, intelligence and cultures
with each other. There is a mystery at the center of
Alpha, a dark force which threatens the peaceful
existence of the City of a Thousand Planets, and
Valerian and Laureline must race to identify the
marauding menace and safeguard not just Alpha, but the
future of the universe.
In this ground-breaking book, acclaimed sociologist Ann
Oakley undertook one of the first serious sociological
studies to examine women’s work in the home. She
interviewed 40 urban housewives and analysed their
perceptions of housework, their feelings of monotony
and fragmentation, the length of their working week, the
importance of standards and routines, and their attitudes
to different household tasks. Most women, irrespective of
social class, were dissatisfied with housework – an
important finding which contrasted with prevailing views.
Importantly, too, she showed how the neglect of
research on domestic work was linked to the inbuilt
sexism of sociology. This classic book challenged the
hitherto neglect of housework as a topic worthy of study
and paved the way for the sociological study of many
more aspects of women’s lives.
This is an account of one woman's Holocaust survival
and painful postwar years spent forging an adult identity
out of the splinters of a girlhood destroyed.
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By the time ninth grade begins, Ishmael Leseur
knows it won't be long before Barry Bagsley, the
class bully, says, "Ishmael? What kind of wussy-crap
name is that?" Ishmael's perfected the art of making
himself virtually invisible. But all that changes when
James Scobie joins the class. Unlike Ishmael, James
has no sense of fear - he claims it was removed
during an operation. Now nothing will stop James
and Ishmael from taking on bullies, bugs and Moby
Dick, in the toughest, weirdest, most embarrassingly
awful - and the best - year of their lives.
A high-school freshman who refuses to participate in
the annual fund-raising chocolate sale is forced to
defend his convictions.
Robert Nobel, the school pariah, triumphs over his
own fears and the school bully, in this extraordinary
tale of self-empowerment, legend and death.
In Ken Rigby's latest book on bullying in schools, the
author, renowned international expert, provides an indepth, research-based examination of "The Method
of Shared Concern." Originally conceived by
Swedish psychologist Anatol Pikas, and adapted in
line with groundbreaking government-sponsored
studies in Australia, The Method of Shared Concern
describes the multi-stage process in which
suspected bullies and their victims are individually
interviewed, and eventually brought together in an
effort to reach resolution. Through practical
examples and real-world case studies, the book
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demonstrates how the method can be applied in any
school environment as one important way in which
cases of bullying can be effectively managed.
Guided by a trained practitioner, the students
themselves are actively engaged and, rather than
being labeled or blamed, they are empowered with a
heightened sense of responsibility and empathy
toward each other and their school.
The lives of four young people in very different
circumstances are changed by their encounters with
a mysterious library card that introduces them to the
world of books and reading. Reprint.
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